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Abstract. Joint observations of the all-sky camera at Res-
olute Bay (Nunavut, Canada) and the Polar Dual Auroral
Radar Network (PolarDARN) HF radars at Rankin Inlet and
Inuvik (Canada) are considered to establish radar signatures
of poleward moving polar cap arcs “detaching” from the au-
roral oval. Common features of the events considered are
enhanced power or echo occurrence in the wake of the arcs
and enhanced spectral width of these echoes. When the arcs
were oriented along some of the radar beams, velocity rever-
sals at the arc location were observed with the directions of
the arc-associated flows corresponding to a converging elec-
tric field. For the event of 9 December 2007, two arcs were
poleward progressing almost along the central beams of the
Inuvik radar at the speed close to theE×B drift of the bulk
of the F-region plasma as inferred from HF Doppler veloc-
ities and from independent measurements by the Resolute
Bay ionosonde. In global-scale convection maps inferred
from all Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN)
radar measurements, the polar cap arcs were often seen close
to the reversal line of additional mesoscale convection cells
located poleward of the normal cells related to the auroral
oval.

Keywords. Ionosphere (Electric fields and currents; Iono-
spheric irregularities) – Magnetospheric physics (Polar cap
phenomena)

1 Introduction

Over the years, the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (Su-
perDARN) HF radars have been very useful in studying var-
ious high-latitude phenomena (Chisham et al., 2007). One
area of research that has not been thoroughly addressed

is plasma flows around bright optical forms. This is in
contrast to VHF and UHF coherent radar E-region studies
(e.g. Greenwald, 1977; Uspensky et al., 2001). Uspensky
et al. (2001) gave an example of the Hankasalmi Super-
DARN radar echo detection∼100–200 km equatorward of
an evening arc drifting equatorward. Milan et al. (1999) dis-
cussed echoes associated with an arc without presenting ac-
tual data on the aurora. The echoes were seen around the arc,
both poleward and equatorward of it, as separate bands shift-
ing together with the arc whose location was clearly identi-
fied at a point of its crossing the EISCAT radar zenith. Séran
et al. (2009) investigated another single event, with limited
Hankasalmi radar echo coverage around a weak auroral zone
arc. In the above studies, higher echo occurrence around the
arcs would have been helpful in making more comprehensive
conclusions.

The deficiency of HF echoes in the vicinity of auroral arcs
has been puzzling for years. The gradient-drift (GD) instabil-
ity is believed to be the main source of plasma irregularities
causing HF backscatter (e.g. Tsunoda, 1988). For the onset
of the GD instability in the F-region, an electric field and
background gradient of the plasma density are required. The
electric field should be of such a direction that theE ×B

plasma flow is in the direction of the gradient (e.g. Tsunoda,
1988). This condition is, however, not very restrictive in a
sense that a significant difference between the directions of
the flow and the density gradient would still support the in-
stability. The electric fields associated with auroral arcs are
fairly strong, at least∼5–10 mV m−1 in directions both along
and perpendicular to the arc (e.g. Safargaleev et al., 2000;
Aikio et al., 2002; Kozlovsky et al., 2007). One would then
expect a regular onset of the GD instability and generation of
decameter irregularities at the auroral arc edges.
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Clearly, unsatisfactory propagation conditions for HF ra-
dio waves are the main factor prohibiting echo detection in
the vicinity of the bright optical arcs. One obvious effect is
strong radio wave absorption associated with energetic par-
ticle precipitation leading to a significant enhancement of
the electron density at various heights including the lower
E- and D-regions. Another effect of overly strong electron
densities is excessive radio wave bending so that no radio
wave would penetrate into the F region. For auroral zone HF
radars having a poleward orientation of radar beams, obser-
vations are performed in a direction perpendicular to auroral
arcs (these are typically stretched in the east-west direction)
and the bending effect can be greatly enhanced by a favor-
able tilt in the ionospheric density contours equatorward of
the arc (Uspensky et al., 1993).

Optical observations have shown that relatively narrow
bands of luminosity which extended in one direction can
also be observed at extreme high latitudes, within the po-
lar cap (e.g. Frey, 2007; Newell et al., 2009). Such bands
are often referred to as polar cap (PC) arcs or Sun-aligned
(SA) arcs because these, once mapped in geomagnetic coor-
dinates, are typically stretched in the direction toward noon
(Sun). The PC/SA arcs are formed by less energetic pre-
cipitations (e.g. Frey, 2007; Newell et al., 2009) so that the
ionospheric density at their locations is not as high as in the
case of auroral zone arcs. The north-south elongation of the
PC arcs provides different geometry/propagation conditions
for HF coherent radars, such as SuperDARN, because their
field of view (FoV) is typically oriented northward. PC arcs
are reminiscent of a more global and intense phenomenon of
theta aurora. Theta aurora is identified as a luminosity band
of up to several hundred kilometers in width extending from
the nightside auroral oval to the dayside oval, across the po-
lar cap (e.g. Frey, 2007; Newell et al., 2009). SuperDARN
radar studies of theta auroras have been more successful (e.g.
most recent paper by Eriksson et al., 2006) because occa-
sional echo occurrence at some ionospheric spots has been
sufficient to infer large-scale patterns of plasma flow and dis-
cuss the nature of the aurora.

Recent introduction of two new HF radars at Rankin In-
let (RKN) and Inuvik (INV), termed the Polar Dual Auroral
Radar Network (PolarDARN) radars, provides opportunities
for joint radar-optics work in this sector of the Canadian Arc-
tic. The PolarDARN radars contribute to the SuperDARN
effort by supplying data at polar cap latitudes that are not
easily accessible for the auroral zone radars. One convenient
location for joint optical/radar work is the vicinity of Res-
olute Bay (RSB), where optical observations are routinely
performed with the Optical Mesosphere Thermosphere Im-
ager (OMTI) all-sky camera (Shiokawa et al., 2009) and the
PolarDARN radars are able to detect F-region echoes. Kous-
tov et al. (2008) considered one event of RKN observations
of a fast moving PC optical form moving duskward on the
morning-side. Mostly E-region echoes were detected. The
arc correlated with broad-spectra, low-power echoes at the

Fig. 1. Field of view (FoV) of the Rankin Inlet and Inuvik Po-
larDARN radars between range gates 5 and 50. The dashed lines
indicate radar ranges according to gate number (5. . . .45). The
green sector within the Inuvik radar FoV indicates the orientation
of beam 9, the data from which will be discussed in more detail.
The red solid circle represents the FoV of the Resolute Bay all-sky
camera (for off-zenith angles of<75◦) for the assumed 630-nm lu-
minosity height of 250 km. TAL is the location of another all-sky
camera, data from which were considered but not presented in this
study.

arc location while strong echoes were seen away from the
arc. On a very few occasions, F-region echoes at far ranges
were detected; they all were seen in the wake of the duskward
moving arc, at the side where the conditions for the GD in-
stability were favorable.

In this study, we investigate PolarDARN radar data to
show F-region echo signatures of moving PC arcs. We con-
sider data of both PolarDARN radars and optical data from
the RSB all-sky camera. We analyze, in detail, data for
two PC arcs occurring on 9 December 2007 to illustrate the
most common features. Data for additional events demon-
strate other interesting signatures including modification of
the global-scale convection pattern introduced by the arcs.

2 Observational geometry of the PolarDARN radars

Figure 1 shows the fields of view (FoV) of the RKN and INV
PolarDARN radars between range gates of 5 and 50. For each
radar, the range ticks (dashed line) for gates 15, 25, 35 and
45 (ranges in kilometers can be computed through the equa-
tion: range = 180+45×gate) are given for convenience of
viewing. For the events considered, the PolarDARN radars
operated in 1-min common scanning mode stepping the radar
beam by 3.24◦ in azimuth from beam position 0 to beam
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Fig. 2. A series of Resolute Bay all-sky camera images (630-nm emission) showing the progression of polar cap arcs for two events
on 9 December 2007. Mapping is done in MLAT-MLT coordinates assuming a luminosity height of 250 km. Panels(a)–(c) and (d)–
(g) correspond to the events 1 and 2, respectively.

position 15 (beam position 15 to beam position 0) for the
INV (RKN) radar. Positions 0 and 15 are indicated in Fig. 1
for both radars. In this study, data from INV beam 9 (green
sector within the INV FoV in Fig. 1) and central beams from
the RKN radar will be discussed in more detail. The integra-
tion time was 3 s. The radars measured echo power, Doppler
velocity and spectral width in each 45-km range gate.

Figure 1 also shows the FoV of the RSB all-sky camera for
the off-zenith angle of 75◦ and assumed luminosity height
of 300 km. In this study we considered data in the red line
(630 nm). RSB zenith is away from the RKN (INV) location
by 27 (30) radar gates. The RSB all-sky camera has a tem-
poral resolution of 2 min, with an exposure time of 30 s. For
comparison with radar data, optical images closest in time to
radar measurements were selected.

According to Fig. 1, the RSB camera seems to be opti-
mal for joint work with the PolarDARN radars for range
gates 15–40, corresponding to radar slant ranges of∼850–
2000 km. Unfortunately, statistically speaking, the number
of echoes in gates above 20–22 (∼1000 km) drops signifi-
cantly, although a reasonable amount of echoes can still be
detected (Liu, 2010). To identify joint events, we manually
searched through all optical data collected in 2007–2010 and
selected 20 PC arc events. In this paper we selected one
event, 9 December 2007, for detailed analysis and illustrate
additional features by presenting data for other events.

For the 9 December 2007 event we focus on a relatively
short period of∼2 h duration between 01:30 and 03:30 UT

(18:30–20:30 MLT for the RSB location). During this period,
two separate PC arcs developed and progressed through the
FoV. Each arc appeared at the duskward (western) edge of the
RSB camera FoV detaching from the auroral oval luminosity
band, then it moved poleward (dawnward) toward the RSB
zenith, reached it, slowed down, weakened and eventually
disappeared.

3 Detailed analysis of the 9 December 2007 data

9 December 2007 was a geomagnetically quiet day with the
Kp index of 1o between 00:00 and 03:00 UT and of 1− be-
tween 03:00 and 06:00 UT. The previous day was the quietest
day of the month. There was little magnetic activity in the
sector of PolarDARN observations. The arcs occurred un-
der slightly negative interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)Bz
varying between−1 and−5 nT and negative IMFBy varying
between−2 and−4 nT.

3.1 Optical data

Figure 2 gives examples of the observed PC arcs. For all
frames the luminosity was mapped in MLT-MLAT coordi-
nates assuming a luminosity height of 250 km (630-nm fil-
ter data). We note that all diagrams with optical images to
follow were produced with mapping under the same assump-
tion and on all diagrams a large dotted circle corresponds to
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Fig. 3. A series of Inuvik radar velocity maps recorded on 9 Decem-
ber 2007. Mapping is done in MLAT-MLT coordinates. Range ticks
within the radar field-of-view correspond to gates 15, 30, 45 and 60.
Dashed lines indicate locations of the polar cap arcs. Panels(a)–(c)
and(d)–(g) correspond to the events 1 and 2, respectively.

MLAT = 80◦ while sector-like dotted lines denote the MLT
lines separated by 1 h.

In Fig. 2, both arcs detached from the poleward edge of
the auroral oval in the afternoon sector. The auroral oval lu-
minosity is well seen at the edges of all images. It was much
stronger and located at higher latitudes prior to∼01:00 UT.
There were some dynamical changes within the oval, as indi-
cated by the RSB camera as well as the U of Calgary imager
located at Toloyak (TAL), at lower latitudes, Fig. 1 (actual
data are not presented here). For the period under investiga-
tion, some azimuthal (eastward) luminosity expansion of the
auroral oval luminosity was seen in the RSB data, as indi-
cated by the luminosity distribution in Fig. 2b and c.

The first arc (event 1) was clearly visible starting from
01:56 UT. It was aligned with multiple luminosity bands ex-
cited at∼01:50 UT along the poleward edge of the auroral
oval. Figure 2a shows an image of a well seen optical form
with intensity of∼500 R detached from the auroral oval. At
this time, the form is “connected” to the auroral oval at its

most equatorward side, at∼19:00 MLT. The form was mov-
ing toward the RSB zenith indicated by a white dot on all
frames of Fig. 2. In∼10 min, the form changed its shape to
look more like a thin arc of the comparable optical intensity.
Figure 2b shows the arc located close to the RSB zenith. By
this time, it started weakening. While continue its motion,
the arc became more diffuse in nature, decreasing signifi-
cantly in optical intensity after∼02:44 UT, Fig. 2c. Together
with the arc progression, the luminosity at the poleward edge
of the auroral oval expanded toward the pole as well so that
the edge of the weak luminosity (of 300–400 R) moved much
closer to RSB, Fig. 2c.

The bottom row of Fig. 2 illustrates development of the
second arc (event 2). The arc detached from the expanded
(toward the pole) weak-luminosity poleward edge of the au-
roral oval. The second arc had about the same orientation
as the first arc but it was not as strong, just above the back-
ground luminosity of 300–400 R. Figure 2d shows as the first
and second arcs, being both weak and diffuse at this time
(with optical luminosity of 350–450 R), co-exist with a spa-
tial separation of∼500 km. About 10 min later, the second
arc reached the RSB zenith (Fig. 2e). By this time, it be-
came stronger,∼500 R, with a wave-like structure in its cen-
tral part. The arc was existing for another∼10 min (Fig. 2f,
optical intensity∼250–350 R) progressing toward the pole
(dawn sector). The second arc was moving faster than the
first one; it reached the RSB zenith faster (10 min versus
20 min). In the frames to follow, for comparison with Po-
larDARN radar data, the arcs’ location will be denoted by a
dashed line representing regions with strongest luminosity.

3.2 INV and RKN radar data

Radar signatures of the arcs were seen in 2-D maps of the
INV and RKN echo parameters: power, velocity and spec-
tral width. Figure 3 shows velocity maps for the INV radar
observations, three selected frames for each event. We note
that the selected frames are not exactly for the same moments
as in Fig. 2. This has been done to better illustrate radar
signatures of the arcs. MLT-MLAT coordinates were used
with a full circle corresponding to MLAT = 80◦. Within the
radar FoVs, range gate marks of 15, 30, 45 and 60 as well
as the boresight direction (a line through the middle of the
FoV) are shown. For event 1, left column, isolated regions of
echoes (more obvious in beams 7–15) depart from the larger
echo area and progress toward the magnetic pole (center of
the dashed circle). We note that the polarity of the echo ve-
locity in the arc vicinity is negative (red to yellow colors).
This implies ionospheric irregularity motion away from the
radar, consistent with echo patch motion away from the radar.
On the first frame at 02:06 UT, a distinct yellow patch of the
velocity at near arc locations (beams 8–14) is quite differ-
ent from the red-green color in the rest of the echo regions
surrounding the patch. A matched plot for the echo power
(not presented here) does not show such a separate patch so
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that the echo velocity map has an advantage in identifica-
tion of the arc-associated echoes. On the next two frames,
one can see the distinct patch of backscatter trails the arc and
is always in its wake. For event 2, the arc-associated echo
band occurred off the main echo region (Fig. 2d) in accor-
dance with appearance of a weak luminosity band poleward
of the main auroral oval, as discussed above (see Fig. 2c).
The echoes were trailing the second arc (Fig. 3e, f) while it
was moving toward the magnetic pole.

To identify and compare signatures of the first arc in the
radar data for both systems, Fig. 4 presents the power, veloc-
ity and spectral widths of INV and RKN echoes for a scan
starting at 02:34 UT. For INV (Fig. 4a–c) the arc-associated
echoes constitute a distinct echo patch stretched along the
arc (beams 7–15). The echo patch is separated by a gap from
a large region of background echoes at shorter ranges. The
echo patch is located in the wake of the (moving) arc with the
power being stronger in low numbered beams (beams 1–6),
Fig. 4a. Lower power in larger numbered beams is perhaps
due to farther ranges of the echoes here (power decreases
as 1/r3). The Doppler velocity is not uniform along the
echo patch extent; it is slightly larger in the lower numbered
beams, Fig. 4b. Analysis of the all-sky images showed that
this part of the arc was moving slightly faster so that the arc
was experiencing the rotational motion with the side closer
to the auroral oval moving slower than the “outer” side. The
maximum Doppler velocities of the arc-associated echoes are
∼300 m s−1. The spectral width of the arc-associated echoes,
Fig. 4c, is not very large as compared to the background
echoes at shorter ranges, especially in the low-numbered
beams. On the other hand, a number of gates in the cen-
tral part of the echo patch have enhanced widths of up to
∼200 m s−1.

For the RKN radar, signatures of the arc for this specific
time are easier to recognize in the power and spectral width
plots, Fig. 4d, f. The power is strongly enhanced in the arc’s
wake, although some echoes are seen in front of the moving
arc as well. The number of echoes at the arc location is de-
creased, Fig. 4d, a feature that has been identified as the arc
signature in the E-region echoes (Koustov et al., 2008). In-
terestingly enough, although both the RKN and INV radars
see enhanced echo power in the wake of the arc, the echoes
do not overlap so that the radars have their own areas of
favourable echo detection. We note that this is quite a com-
mon feature in this and other events.

The RKN spectral width of arc-associated echoes (seen in
close vicinity of the arc) was large, certainly larger than the
width of the background echoes, Fig. 4f, red color versus
green and blue, respectively. We noticed that broad echoes
in the wake of a moving PC arc is a more typical situation
in other events, and one example will be given later. Regard-
ing the broader RKN echoes as compared to the INV echoes
it should be pointed out that the INV radar frequency was
10.6 MHz while the RKN radar frequency was 12.5 MHz.
Ponomarenko and Waters (2006) established that echoes at

Fig. 4. (a)–(c) Inuvik and (d)–(f) Rankin Inlet radar maps of the
echo power, velocity and spectral width for the scan which started
at 02:34 UT (event 1). Mapping is done in MLAT-MLT coordinates.
Range ticks within the radar field-of-view correspond to gates 15,
30, and 45. Dashed lines indicate locations of the polar cap arc.

lower radar frequency have typically smaller spectral width.
In our case, the expected reduction factor of∼1.2 allows the
INV spectral widths to be similar in magnitude to the RKN
spectral width. This reduction factor can, however, still not
explain the larger spectral width (>200 m s−1) observed.

The RKN velocity map of Fig. 4e is fairly complex. One
can notice a yellow distinct echo patch at the far edge of the
echo region (low number beams 0–3) while everywhere else
the color is green implying plasma motion toward the radar.
The yellow echo patch is perhaps a signature of the arc; this
velocity color persistently correlates with the arc’s wake in
many other frames for event 1 and some maps show stretch-
ing of the yellow color along the arc extent. But at 02:34 UT,
as shown in Fig. 4e, the arc was weak, and perhaps the arc-
associated flow was decreased and overpowered by the back-
ground flow that was predominantly toward the radar (away
from magnetic noon toward midnight). If the RKN and INV
velocities are combined (assuming that the echoes are at the
same MLATs and MLTs), the resulting merged velocities
would indicate that the overall general convection direction
was toward the magnetic pole, as velocities observed by the
INV radar were much larger than the velocities measured by
the RKN radar.

3.3 HF echo progression along INV fixed beam and
across RKN FoV

To give other perspectives on arc-associated echoes we con-
sider the INV echo velocity in beam 9 versus time and the
RKN echo power distribution versus beam number (radar az-
imuth) for gate 26 at various UT times.

www.ann-geophys.net/30/441/2012/ Ann. Geophys., 30, 441–455, 2012
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Fig. 5. Range-time-velocity plot for the Inuvik radar observations
in beam 9 on 9 December 2007 between 01:30 and 03:30 UT.

Figure 5 shows the range-time-intensity plot for the INV
velocity. Arc-associated echoes are easily recognizable here
as two “fingers” emerging from the band of echoes. This
pattern of echo occurrence is expected because the arcs were
progressing radially away from the INV radar location, along
its central beams. The first (second) finger starts at∼02:10
(02:50) UT. The second finger/echoing region has a larger
slope indicating a faster speed of progression. Doppler ve-
locities of echoes for the first (second) arc are up to∼200
(400) m s−1.

Figure 6 gives the RKN power distribution for several in-
dividual radar scans along with the luminosity distribution
(as obtained by the OMTI camera) for each scan, three plots
for each event. Radar range gate 26 (corresponding to a radar
range of 1350 km) was considered. One can see that the echo
power is maximized in lower numbered beams, implying that
the echoes were located in the wake of progressing lumi-
nosity maxima (arcs). This is particularly well seen on the
frame for 02:10 UT. On the next two frames for event 1 the
arc/luminosity maximum shifts to larger beam number and
the echo region follows the arc. For event 2, the luminosity
maxima were not as strong, but stronger echo power in its
wake was seen as well.

3.4 Propagation speeds of optical and radar features.
CADI E×B drifts

Now we focus on the arcs’ and their radar counterparts’ pro-
gression speeds and theE × B drifts that we infer from
optical measurements, radar Doppler velocities and CADI
ionosonde drift measurements at Resolute Bay. The RSB
CADI instrument is a digital ionosonde capable of measur-
ing the angle of arrival and velocity of radio reflections from
blobs with enhanced electron density in the F region (e.g.
Grant et al., 1995). By combining velocities from a large
number of individual reflectors (ideally more than 50–100)
and knowing the location of each reflector, the average mag-

nitude and azimuth of the blob motion (E ×B drift) is in-
ferred for the near zenith location.

As mentioned, the arcs exhibited a complex motion con-
sisting of a shift toward the magnetic pole as well as a slow
overall clockwise rotation. We would like to ignore this de-
tail and concentrate on typical speeds of the arcs’ motion in
their central parts that were predominantly shifting outwards
along INV beam 9.

First, we consider velocities measured by optical means.
Simple estimates from arc locations shown in Fig. 3 give
an average speed of the arcs poleward progression of
∼200 m s−1 for the first arc and∼450 m s−1 for the sec-
ond arc. A more elaborate analysis was done following the
method of Hosokawa et al. (2006). In this approach, changes
in the luminosity are traced over subsequent frames in a num-
ber of points around the zenith of the RSB camera. This pro-
vides an apparent velocity of optical form motion in up to
25 points. We consider here an average value of the velocity
magnitude and azimuth. Figure 7a is a keogram of the lu-
minosity variations across the north-south line of the all-sky
imager. The zenith positions of the arcs are shown by time
markers (dashed line). Both arcs are clearly identifiable in
Fig. 7a. The velocity magnitude and azimuth are shown in
Fig. 7b, c. The concurrent data by the CADI ionosonde are
shown by blue plus signs.

According to both instruments, the flow velocity was not
relatively constant, especially while the arcs were close to
the zenith. Some of the variability, without doubts, origi-
nated from deficiencies of the instruments for measurements
in such a delicate situation. Our goal, however, is to make
an assessment of typical/average velocities outside the arcs.
To accomplish this, we first established the time for the arcs’
location at the RSB zenith. All-sky images gave us times of
02:22 UT and 02:58 UT for event 1 and 2, respectively; this is
very close to what one sees in Fig. 7a. Since the optical mea-
surements become sensitive to the arc arrival several minutes
before it actually arrives to the zenith (due to data collec-
tion from 25 points spatially separated on the sky), we infer
that the average plasma velocity on the dusk side of the arc 1
(arc 2) was 250 (400) m s−1. On the dawnside of the arc 1
(arc 2), the average velocity was∼100–200 (250) m s−1. The
velocity of luminosity motion “inside” the arc is difficult to
determine as optical data are spatially integrated. The optical
data in Fig. 7b show very large values of∼400 m s−1 for the
near zenith locations; we believe these values do not reflect
the real plasma motion as some luminosity re-distribution
along the arcs was seen. In terms of the velocity magnitude,
the CADI data are consistent with estimates from the optical
data except of much larger variability, which is expected. In
addition, the CADI data were not as frequent as they would
normally be and they have large uncertainty (several tens of
m s−1) for the entire period considered.

In terms of the plasma flow azimuth, there is an offset
between the instruments especially for the near zenith arc
locations. Away from these times, the flow azimuths were
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Fig. 6. A series of plots showing azimuthal distribution of the Rankin Inlet radar echo power (red) and auroral luminosity intensity (black)
at the radar range gate 26. The top (bottom) sequence corresponds to event 1 (event 2).

∼90◦–110◦ implying that the flow was predominantly anti-
sunward (the azimuth for both instruments was counted from
geographic North).

The speed of the INV radar echo region poleward mo-
tion (progression along the beam) can be determined from
the slopes of the “fingers” on the range-time-velocity plots
similar to those shown in Fig. 5. By considering data in all
beams, we found that the average speed of the echoing region
motion was 225±2 m s−1 for event 1 and 401±4 m s−1 for
event 2. These numbers are very close to those inferred from
optical and CADI data.

Finally, the INV Doppler velocity measurements allow us
to estimate the component of theE ×B plasma flow along
each of the beams. As one can infer from the data presented,
for example Figs. 3–5, the Doppler velocity was changing all
the time, but within certain limits. We computed the median
Doppler velocity for arc-associated echoes in beam 9 (corre-
sponding to “fingers” in Fig. 5). For event 1 (event 2) it was
found to be−235 (−357) m s−1. We note that the velocity
did not decrease as the arcs (and their radar signatures) were
weakening. This is similar to observations by Safargaleev et
al. (2000) who reported even some increase of the drift per-
pendicular to an arc (electric field tangential to the arc) just
prior to the arc disappearance.

Presented estimates of the speed of the PC arcs’ poleward
progression, radar echo regions andE ×B plasma drifts in-
ferred from CADI and INV Doppler data (the major com-
ponent of the total drift) are consistent. This allows us to
conclude that both optical arcs were moving with velocities
close to theE×B plasma drift of the F-region plasma.

4 HF radar signatures of PC arcs in other events

Presented data highlight typical features in the PolarDARN
radar echoes accompanying PC arcs. Here we illustrate some
other peculiar features that have been noticed in other events.

4.1 Importance of power maps

First of all, it is worth noting that not all PC arcs had radar
echoes in their vicinity even though some of the arcs were
bright and were passing the RSB zenith. We attribute this
to unsatisfactory propagation conditions for radar waves.
Typically only one of the radars (either RKN or INV) de-
tects a significant amount of echoes. We found that INV
(RKN) was more successful in monitoring dusk/afternoon
(dawn/morning) arcs. In many cases considered, the arc ap-
peared at ranges where the background echoes existed prior
to the arc onset so that only minor changes in the echo power
were detected. In these cases, it was difficult to identify spe-
cific echoes associated with the arcs. We illustrated in Fig. 3a
that the velocity maps could be helpful in distinguishing the
arc-associated echoes from the background ones. But of-
ten the power maps were more helpful. Figure 8 gives such
an example for the event of 20 December 2008. Here for
maps at 02:04 UT, the power distribution on Fig. 8b hints
that the arc can be along the poleward edge of the strong
echo power region (where it is actually was located). The ve-
locity map, Fig. 8c, indicates a “channel” with small positive
velocities (green and blue colored region in beams 5–9 sur-
rounded by red and yellow colored regions), and the channel
correlates with the arc location. Positive velocity indicates a
sunward flow that could be considered as a signature of the
PC arc. For this moment, the velocity map is instructive in
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Fig. 7. (a)A keogram of auroral luminosity in the north-south di-
rection, the(b) speed and(c) azimuth of the auroral patch motion
(black) as inferred from the Resolute Bay all-sky camera measure-
ments. The velocity vector estimates were done by the method of
Hosokawa et al. (2006). Blue crosses on panels(b) and(c) are the
E ×B plasma velocity magnitude and azimuth, respectively, ac-
cording to the Resolute Bay CADI ionosonde.

the selection of the likely position of the PC arc. The sit-
uation changes for the frame of 02:08 UT, just 4 min later,
Fig. 8e, f. Here the arc-associated power enhancement is “ex-
tending” from the large echo region (beams 12–14) and the
“background” echo band is seen at closer ranges to the radar.
For this moment, the velocity map does not have a strong
evidence for the arc location (no channel), especially if one
expects the sunward flows associated with it (the velocity is
actually away from noon at the arc location, especially in the
high number beams).

Fig. 8. Resolute Bay all-sky camera images of the polar cap arcs on
20 December 2008 at(a) 02:04 and(d) 02:08 UT. Mapping is done
in MLAT-MLT coordinates. (b) and (e) Inuvik radar power maps
and locations of the polar cap arc (dashed lines).(c) and (f) Inu-
vik velocity maps and locations of the polar cap arc (dashed lines).
Range ticks within the radar field-of-view correspond to gates 15,
30, 45 and 60.

4.2 Arc-associated reversals in plasma flows

The examples of the INV radar observations on 20 Decem-
ber 2008 (Fig. 8) and the data of Fig. 4e hint that PC arcs
are not always correlated with reversals in the flow as re-
ported previously by other instruments (e.g. review by Zhu
et al., 1997). This could be because the arc-associated flows
co-exist with the background plasma flow controlled by the
IMF (and other factors) so that the total plasma drift vector
can be oriented at some azimuthal angle with respect to an
arc. This angle is generally different on opposite sides of an
arc. Since a coherent radar measures only the line-of-sight
component of theE ×B drift and the spatial resolution is
not great, depending on the geometry of observations, it may
not see a well-defined velocity reversal in the PC arc vicinity.
In addition, flows near PC arcs are often patchy (Gallagher,
1997).
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Figure 9 is one fortunate event on 20 March 2009 when
the PC arc was moving duskward (to the left in Fig. 9) being
stretched along the central beams of the RKN radar (or the
boresight direction represented by a straight line throughout
the RKN FoV). In this case, as the arc was passing the cen-
tral beams, the contribution to the measured Doppler velocity
from plasma flow across the arc extent was minimal and the
velocity reversal was possible to detect.

For this event, in terms of the echo power distribution
around the arc, the data are consistent with previously re-
ported results. F-region echoes were observed in the wake
of the arc, in radar beams 8–14 and gates 30–45, similar to
the examples of Figs. 3, 4 for the event of 9 December 2007.
Echoes also existed in short-range gates of<15 for almost all
beams. Some of these were probably F-region echoes (range
gates>10) while others were E-region echoes (range gates
<10). For all range gates between 0 and 15, there was an
echo power drop in beams 8–10 which correlated with the
leading edge of the duskward moving arc. An echo power
gap near the arc location is very similar to the report by Kous-
tov et al. (2008) for another case of a moving PC arc.

The velocity map of Fig. 9c shows that the plasma flow
at the far ranges, in range gates 30–45 and dawnward of the
arc, was toward the radar (blue color, positive) with a mag-
nitude above 500 m s−1. The velocity of echoes in central
beams 6–8 and in smaller range gates of 10–15 (probably
F-region echoes as well) was away from the radar (yellow-
beige colors, negative). In this region velocities were up to
300–400; these were not significantly smaller than the veloc-
ity of the far-range echoes. Smaller velocity magnitudes on
the duskside of the arc can be attributed to the expected anti-
sunward component of the background flow along the arc (in
addition to the background flow component perpendicular to
the arc). Thus, the RKN data demonstrate opposite direction
and a comparable magnitude of the plasma flows on opposite
sides of the arc, as expected. We note that the velocity data
in the smallest gates of 0–10 did not show the reverse of the
flow on the dusk side of the arc (green color, flow toward the
radar). We relate this to the fact that the arc was weaker in
its most equatorward part and that the intensity of the arc-
associated flow was probably also weaker. At these ranges,
the Doppler velocity measured was strongly affected by the
background flow which was antisunward and duskward.

For other events considered, PC arcs were usually oriented
at some angle with respect to the PolarDARN radar beams,
and the velocity reversals were difficult to detect. One inter-
esting observation is presented in Fig. 10. Figure 10, for the
event of 7 November 2007 (additional information on this
case can be found in Liu, 2010), shows the optical arc and
distribution of (b) power, (c) velocity and (d) spectral width
for the scan started at 09:56 UT. According to Fig. 10b, the
echo power is enhanced at ranges about 100–300 km closer to
the radar than the arc location, consistent with observations
by Uspensky et al. (2001) and Séran et al. (2009) in the auro-
ral zone. We should mention that echoes in the most clock-

Fig. 9. (a) Optical image of the polar cap arc for the event of
20 March 2009, 06:38 UT. Mapping is done in MLAT-MLT coordi-
nates. Panels(b) and(c) show the same image with overlaid Rankin
Inlet radar maps of the echo power and velocity, respectively. Range
ticks within the radar field-of-view correspond to gates 15, 30, 45
and 60.

wise beams 12–15 are quite away from the arc, and the pat-
tern of echo distribution suggests that these echoes are related
to the poleward edge of the auroral oval. It is very likely that
the radio wave propagation conditions were not satisfactory
for echo detection closer to the arc in these beams. Doppler
velocity data of Fig. 10c confirm our expectation regarding
the nature of the echoes in beams 12–15. The velocity here
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Fig. 10. (a)Optical image of the Resolute Bay all-sky camera on
7 November 2007 at 09:56 UT. Panels(b), (c) and (d) show the
same image with overlaid concurrent Rankin radar maps of the echo
power, velocity and spectral width. Mapping is done in MLAT-
MLT coordinates. The arc location in panels(b)–(d) is shown by
dashed lines. In panel(c), the edges of the radar gates 29 and 30 are
enhanced by white lines. Range ticks within the radar field-of-view
correspond to gates 15, 30, 45 and 60.

is strongly positive as compared to the velocities in beams 9–
11. The velocity distribution for the echoes in the arc vicinity
is quite peculiar. The farthest echoes located duskward of the
arc have negative velocity. Close to the arc and at the arc lo-
cation, the velocity is positive. Closer to the radar, dawnward
from the arc, the velocity is again negative. The band of neg-
ative velocity is quite stretched parallel to the arc giving an
impression that the band and the arc might be related.

4.3 Spectral width of arc-associated echoes

Analysis of a number of events showed that the spectral
width of arc-associated F-region echoes is often enhanced.
The case of Fig. 10d is a very representative one. One
can clearly see that a band of broad-spectrum (widths up to
400 m s−1) echoes extends all along the arc. This result is
consistent with broad-spectrum E-region echoes correlating
with arc locations as reported by Koustov et al. (2008). We
should also mention the existence of a distinct echo patch
with broad echoes in beams 13–15. This echo patch corre-
lates with the edge of enhanced luminosity at the poleward
edge of the auroral oval. Notice that all other echoes have
smaller widths (less than 200 m s−1), which is indeed typical
for the extreme high latitudes (Villain et al., 2002).

5 Arc signatures in global-scale convection patterns

PC arcs are expected to modify the overall convection pattern
(e.g. Zhu et al., 1997; Newell et al., 2009). Such modifica-
tions should be seen in SuperDARN global-scale convection
maps as mesoscale features. Unfortunately, over the last sev-
eral years of low solar activity there were fewer echoes from
the radars at lower (auroral) latitudes (e.g. Liu, 2010) so that
data from the polar cap PolarDARN radars played a major
role in producing convection maps. This provides a challenge
in identifying convection restructuring due to PC arcs onset
as the data are fit using the statistical model (Ruohoniemi
and Baker, 1998). It is not a surprise that many convection
maps for the PC periods are too complex to make a confident
judgement. In this section we show some features that might
represent the real situation.

We first consider data for our major event of 9 Decem-
ber 2007. Figure 11a shows the convection pattern for a mo-
ment when the arc was well detached from the oval and mov-
ing toward the magnetic pole. The arc was near the convec-
tion reversal of the global dusk-side convection cell. In more
details, one can notice two potential minima represented by
two circular regions: one at MLT = 15 and MLAT = 81◦ and
the other one at MLT = 19 and MLAT = 83◦. The first min-
imum corresponds to the foci of the regular convection cell
existing before the arc onset. The second minimum is “at-
tached” to the arc and shifted toward the magnetic pole, in
the direction of the arc’s motion. So, the arc seems to form
an additional cell existing on top of the background flow.
With the weakening of the arc, the additional foci disap-
peared and only the regular convection cell was observed.
Figure 11b shows the convection pattern for the second arc
when it was detached from the auroral oval. The measure-
ments are more limited here. There is a large-scale dusk-side
convection cell centered at MLAT = 77◦ and MLT = 17 that
is highly perturbed near the arc location at MLAT = 80◦–85◦

and MLT = 16–20, with a significant latitudinal gradient of
the potential/velocity.

Figure 11c shows a convection map and the PC arc lo-
cation for the event of 20 December 2008, 02:08 UT. The
PolarDARN velocity data corresponding to this convection
map were given in Fig. 8. The arc is located close to the
convection reversal within the global-scale duskside convec-
tion cell. There were insufficient data from other radars in
the dusk sector so that it is impossible to say whether there is
another cell located at lower latitudes as it was in the 9 De-
cember 2007 event.

Figure 11d gives convection map for the event of
7 November 2007, 09:56 UT. We demonstrated in Fig. 10
that the RKN radar shows Doppler velocity reversal away
from the arc location. The mapping technique smoothed out
this feature and shows it as a strong reduction in the flow
dawnside of the arc. The arc itself is located within a re-
gion of anti-sunward flow and is not obviously related to two
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Fig. 11. SuperDARN convection maps with overlaid auroral images for selected scans on(a), (b) 9 December 2007,(c) 20 December 2010,
(d) 7 November 2007 and(e), (f) 21 October 2007. Notice that for the 9 December 2007 event, panels(a) and(b), the scale on the velocity
color bar is 2 times larger than for other events.

mesoscale convection cells seen in the dawn sector (these
cells occur in regions of enhanced auroral oval luminosity).

So far convection maps presented for the PC events give
the impression that the arcs do not significantly modify
the overall global convection pattern; their onset leads to
medium sized additional inclusions on top of a global pat-
tern. We identified several events when PC arcs were show-

ing more drastic changes of the overall pattern. These events
were of different type, namely the arcs were originating at
an auroral bright spot on the poleward edge of the nightside
auroral oval and then protruding inside the polar cap, sim-
ilar to those described by Berg et al. (1994). Figure 11e, f
give one example of such an event, 21 October 2007. In this
case, the arc emerged from a bright spot at∼20 MLT and
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MLAT = 80◦ and then progressed poleward. The RKN l-o-
s velocities were toward noon on the dusk side of the arc
and away from noon on its dawnside. The FIT technique
shows clearly that, while the arc was weak (Fig. 11e), the
global convection pattern was probably controlled by pro-
cesses associated with the bright auroral spots at 16–18 MLT
and MLAT∼ 80◦, but as the arc intensified and started cross-
ing the polar cap (Fig. 11f) it brought with itself a noonward
flow that changed the overall pattern. The arc-associated
flows being added to the background flow led to the occur-
rence of a new convection cell located dawnward of the arc.

6 Discussion

In this study, the Inuvik and Rankin Inlet PolarDARN HF
radar measurements were combined with all-sky camera ob-
servations at Resolute Bay to investigate radar signatures of,
and the plasma flows around, the polar cap arcs. For one
case, 9 December 2007, selected for more detailed presenta-
tion, two separate arcs were considered both detaching from
the poleward edge of the auroral oval at∼15 MLT and mov-
ing toward the dawn/magnetic pole across the polar cap and
being stretched toward the Sun. In this sense, theses arcs
could have been classified as Sun-aligned arcs. We identified
signatures of the arcs in the echo power, Doppler velocity and
spectral width and investigated modifications of the convec-
tion patterns associated with these arcs. We also presented
radar data for several other PC arcs to illustrate additional
radar signatures.

In terms of general morphology, the 9 December 2007 arcs
were of typical duskside features reported for the RSB mea-
surements in the past (Shiokawa et al., 1995; Hosokawa et
al., 2011). The arcs were fairly bright and the motion was
relatively steady. The speed of poleward progression was
∼300 m s−1. The equatorward “end” of the arcs was seen to
be “buried’ into the auroral oval luminosity band, similar to
what has been reported for the theta aurora (Zhu et al., 1997;
Frey, 2007; Newell et al., 2009). There were some dynami-
cal changes in the arcs’ configuration and in the plasma flows
at the “juncture” of the arcs and the oval that were, however,
not focused on in this study as our goal was to show signa-
tures of the arcs in their central parts where the features are
easier to identify.

The onset of the polar cap arcs is often related to variations
in the IMFBz andBy (e.g. Hosokawa et al., 2011). We were
unable to find an obvious trigger of the arcs in variations of
the IMFBy andBz as well as in the solar wind dynamic pres-
sure. One fact is certain: both arcs occurred some minutes af-
ter the IMFBz changed its polarity from positive to negative
values. In this sense, the arcs were unusual since for most
of the PC events identified the IMFBz was positive although
some transient decreases to near zero or even negative values
were seen, from time to time. An event similar to those re-
ported in this study was recently discussed by Kozlovsky et

al. (2009) with incoherent scatter radar data. Overall, consid-
ering other events, our data support the notion that PC arcs
are predominantly aBz positive phenomenon (Rodriguez et
al., 1997; Newell et al., 2009; Hosokawa et al., 2011).

In terms of the IMFBy, it was difficult to confidently iden-
tify a relationship with it for many events considered. For
the 9 December 2007 events, the arcs were moving in the di-
rection of the IMFBy component, but for other events, this
component was typically changing. The start of motion was
sometimes consistent with the direction of IMFBy (Kullen et
al., 2002; Valladares et al., 1994) and was inconsistent with
it in other events. This is similar to the report by Hosokawa
et al. (2011) for the entire RSB data base.

In terms of the relationship to the auroral oval, two types of
events have been identified. Arcs of one group were formed
by splitting/detaching from the oval. This study focused
on this type of PC arcs. It is very likely that processes of
merging between the IMF and Earth’s magnetic field were
involved in their formation (e.g. Blomberg et al., 2005).
Sojka et al. (1994) proposed the coupled magnetosphere-
ionosphere model that considers a shear Alfvén wave in-
teracting with the ionosphere. One of their predictions is
that for background convection velocities of>300 m s−1, the
wave would lead to a splitting of the initial conductance band
into fine structures and multiple arcs should be observed.
This scenario seems to be consistent with observations of PC
arcs in the 9 December 2007 event, both in terms of the se-
quential appearance of the arcs (there was a third very weak
arc in that event that has not been discussed as the radars
did not observe sufficient echoes) and over-threshold mag-
nitude of the plasma drift. It is important that the velocity
of theE ×B drift measured by optical, radar, and CADI in-
struments were close to each other implying the arcs were
drifting with the bulk of the plasma.

The second group of arcs were seen as protruding into the
polar cap after intensification at the poleward edge of the
midnight auroral oval (e.g. Fig. 11, 27 October 2007 event).
These arcs were very likely formed through the evolution of
interchange instabilities (e.g. Golovchanskaya et al., 2006).
We did not present much information on this type of arcs
except showing that they significantly modify the convection
patterns and thus can be identified in the routine SuperDARN
convection patterns, contrary to the arcs of the first group.

Radar signatures of the PC arcs in short-range, E-region
echoes that we reported in this study are very similar to those
reported by Koustov et al. (2008). We again noticed an echo
power decrease in an area of strong luminosity and changes
in the polarity (velocity reversal) of the plasma velocity com-
ponent along the arc. The HF radar signatures of the PC arcs
in the F-region backscatter showed some differences. The
similarity was the decrease in echo power at the arc location
for some events, as shown in Fig. 4d. In these cases, a strong
bending of radio waves likely prevented F-region echo de-
tection. Beyond this, for the five arc cases presented in this
study, the power was enhanced in the wake of the moving
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arc. For some periods, echoes were detected on the leading
edge of the arc as well, but these were usually much weaker
(as in case of 7 November 2007 event, Fig. 10) and these
echoes could well be background ones; these echoes would
have been detected no matter whether the arc reached a spe-
cific gate of radar measurements.

Enhanced echo power in the arc’s wake is highly expected
for two reasons. First, this side of the arc is exactly where
the conditions for the GD plasma instability are preferential
as the background plasma gradient is directed toward the arc
and theE×B plasma drift (shift of the arc) is in the direction
of the plasma gradient. Secondly, the propagation conditions
are better and average electron density is stronger on this side
of the arc. In front of the arc, propagation conditions are usu-
ally not as good because of low density (no precipitation).
The density is increased in the arc wake (e.g. Kozlovsky et
al., 2007), which increases echo power. As the arcs were
moving away from the ranges of optimal echo detection, the
arc-associated echoes became less and less “visible” with
eventually no echo returns at all (e.g. Fig. 3). The impor-
tance of the propagation condition is strongly supported by
our data of Fig. 4 where no overlap between the RKN and
INV echoes was seen; the radars detected echoes in their
respective areas of optimal echo reception. In this respect
we should note that winter time (when optical observations
are performed at RSB), the PolarDARN radars seldom see F-
region echoes over RSB during early morning hours. For
example, in December 2010 between 09:00 and 10:00 UT
only 185 ionospheric echoes were detected in the RKN radar
gates 25–27, beam 5 while near magnetic noon hours, be-
tween 18:00 and 19:00 UT, the number of echoes was 893,
which is a factor of 4 larger.

We note that the occurrence of HF echoes in the wake of
moving PC arcs is in contrast to echo detection in front of
the equatorward moving auroral zone arcs (Uspensky et al.,
2001; Śeran et al., 2009). For a case of evening auroral zone
arcs, the electric field is enhanced just equatorward of the
arc (Uspensky et al., 1983; Timofeev et al., 1987; Aikio et
al., 2002). In addition, both the ionospheric latitudinal gra-
dient of the electron density and slope in the electron density
contours help in achieving the orthogonality condition in re-
gions equatorward of an arc (Uspensky et al., 1993). In the
case of polar cap observations, nighttime electron densities
are usually low and the orthogonality condition is not easy to
achieve.

The velocity of F-region echoes in this study also showed
some differences with the E-region case discussed by Kous-
tov et al. (2008). Whenever the RKN radar beams were ori-
ented roughly along the arcs’ extent, clear velocity rever-
sals were observed with flows in the antisunward (toward
the radar) direction on the dawnside of the arc and sunward
(away from the radar) on the duskside, Figs. 4e, 9c. These
observations are in agreement with Koustov et al. (2008);
they indicate converging electric fields around the arcs as was
seen in the auroral zone and in the polar cap (e.g. Doolittle

et al., 1990; Gallaher, 1997; Kozlovsky et al., 2007). How-
ever, cases were presented where the flow reversals were not
well seen, and in these cases the PC arc signatures in other
parameters, such as the power and spectral width map, were
better seen (Figs. 8f, 10c).

With the PolarDARN radars, it is hardly possible to es-
tablish the direction of the plasma flow within a PC arc
even in favourable cases of the arc being aligned with some
radar beams. The radar nominal range resolution is 45 km.
For radar ranges of∼1500 km (distance to RSB), the radar
beamwidth in the horizontal plane is about∼120 km. Thus
the resolution of the radars is insufficient to detect the thin
optical forms because the backscatter is being collected from
both the inside and outside parts of the arcs. It is symp-
tomatic that the velocity at the arc locations often shows
strong variability, e.g. Fig. 9c.

The main arc signatures in the echo spectral width were
similar to the case of Koustov et al. (2008); the width was
enhanced in the vicinity of the arc (Figs. 4f, 10d). Several
explanations of this result can be offered. One of these is the
fact that each echo in the arc vicinity might be a collection of
microscattering from various parts of the arc, both in terms
of height and azimuth. Somewhat different areas might have
slightly different velocities and their integration in one gate
signal might lead to an unusually broad spectrum. The other
explanation is strong natural non-homogeneity of the flows
near the arc (Gallaher, 1997; Kozlovsky et al., 2007).

Previous publications did not show a clear picture of
plasma flows around PC arcs (Newell et al., 2009). Carlson
et al. (1988) and Mende et al. (1988) reported a great deal of
structuring in the flows. Our observations are consistent with
this result. Despite the fact that the arcs were seemingly ho-
mogeneous (over a certain distance), the velocity was chang-
ing a lot from one patch of data to another and the velocity
trends were often difficult to infer. Consider Fig. 10c. For
central beams in range gates 29–30 (these gates are enhanced
by white color in Fig. 10c) velocities are anywhere between
−100 m s−1 and+100 m s−1. If one scans azimuthally, at
the same range, but in different beams, Fig. 10c shows the
velocity changes up to±200 m s−1. One may argue that this
is a typical variability of the velocity but one would expect
more stability for the case of a regular optical form moving
at roughly constant speed in the ionosphere.

7 Conclusions

The results of this study can be summarized as follows.

1. Several cases of PC arc observations with the RKN
and INV PolarDARN radars were identified and ana-
lyzed. In two cases, discussed in greater details, the
arcs detached from the poleward edge of the dusk-
side auroral oval and progressed toward the magnetic
pole/dawnward with a speed of∼200–400 m s−1. The
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radar signatures of the arcs were identified as (a) en-
hanced echo power and (b) enhanced spectral width of
F-region echoes in their wake. Similar features were
seen in other events.

2. The arcs detaching from the auroral oval and their HF
radar counterparts moved toward magnetic pole with
speeds close to theE × B drift of the ionospheric
plasma as inferred from optical, CADI ionosonde and
radar Doppler data.

3. The plasma flows on opposite sides of some arcs were
of different polarity (flow reversal). On the duskside
(dawnside) the flow was sunward (antisunward). Thus
the electric field distribution around the arcs was of
a converging type. The background flows away from
the arc locations were predominantly antisunward. On
global convection maps some arcs did not show sig-
nificant perturbations of the flow pattern while oth-
ers occurred near the flow reversal line of additional
mesoscale convection cells established poleward of reg-
ular convection cells characterizing the auroral oval
flow.

4. Events were identified for which the arcs emerged from
the poleward edge of the nightside auroral oval and pro-
truded into the polar cap toward noon. Such arcs set
mesoscale flow channels with the plasma moving to-
ward noon (Sun) so that the global convection pattern
was modified drastically.
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